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Host SM-Trish says:
USS Cherokee 10601.22 The Chase Part 2

CO_Ayidee says:
Captain's Log, Stardate 10601.22, Captain Ayidee recording.  The Alterations to the Dallas have been completed, and we are finishing running the checks before we depart and resume our hunt for the Terrorists.  Our first stop will be the Nequencia system, where we will get our first chance to see how well the Alterations do their job.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CO_Ayidee says:
::On Bridge, reviewing reports.::  *All*: Status check, are we ready to break port?

EO_Winston says:
::walks onto the Bridge, quite nervous...since Jonathan left he needed to be in charge of things::

FCO_Bishara says:
::working with OPS and the CSO to make sure that the modifications they are making to hide the signature are correct::

Host Adm-Alexander says:
CO:  Captain, here is your seat back... I really do think you need a hole for your tail though... don't you?  ::grinning at him::

EO_Winston says:
CO: Sir...Captain, I, er, let me check the core one more time? ::goes to sit down at the Engineering console::

TO-Sare says:
::walks onto the bridge and heads straight to the Tactical console:: CO: Tactical is ready and operational.

CO_Ayidee says:
Adm: The chair is fine, Admiral.  Believe me.

SO_Lights says:
::on the bridge at science station 2 hiding from the CSO.  She has heard he is a mean one.::

CO_Ayidee says:
EO: Go ahead and let me know so we can get started.
TO: Excellent.

CMO_Brabas says:
::Walking toward the Replicator::

EO_Winston says:
::almost stumbles:: CO: Yes Captain.

CNS_Wells says:
::In Sickbay Lab assisting Doctor Brabas with experiments in metreon isotopes::

CSO_Nash says:
:: Going over the modifications to the transponders and reviewing the data from the Nequencia System.:: CO: Transponder signal are showing a steady masking string and I am reviewing data on the Nequencia System now.

TO-Sare says:
::nods and continues to do routine checks.::

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: Something to drink, my friend?

FCO_Bishara says:
CSO: You think it will work and hold steady while we are at warp?

CNS_Wells says:
CMO: A cup of coffee would be great, thanks.

SO_Lights says:
::Checks out the sensors... runs internal sensors on deck three.  Wonders of Ronnie is down there.::

OPS_Nash says:
::trying to concentrate on her duties::

EO_Winston says:
::checks the matrix programming once more::

CMO_Brabas says:
Computer: One flower juice, and coffee, black, hot.

CO_Ayidee says:
FCO/ CSO: Doesn't matter if it's steady.  In fact, if it flickered, it may add to the disguise effect.

CSO_Nash says:
FCO: I ran the full package of simulations and got only a point 2% degradation which is well within safety parameters.

CMO_Brabas says:
:: As beverages appear he takes the glasses and walks back into working area of the Lab::

FCO_Bishara says:
CSO: Well I guess then we are ready I hope. ::smiles and goes back to her console::

CNS_Wells says:
CMO: These latest results look promising ::Stares in a microscope:: CMO: You want to take a look?

EO_Winston says:
::smiles and turns his chair:: CO: Captain, everything looks fine.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
SO:  Aren't you new here?  I don't believe we have met, have we?

SO_Lights says:
::Sees Ronnie's locator along with Ens Bonnie Ralph’s and gets a bit jealous.::  Self:  What is he talking to that cow for?

EO_Winston says:
::looks around nervously, never having really interacted with the alpha shift::

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: Here you are, what did you see. ::Takes look::

FCO_Bishara says:
CO: Sir Helm is ready sir.

CNS_Wells says:
::Takes cup:: CMO: Thank you. ::Sets the coffee down to let it cool a bit:: CMO: As we suspected. The Metremia cells are being effected.

SO_Lights says:
::Quickly looks behind her and sees that Nash is still busy.  He hasn't noticed her yet.  She grins and goes back to her spying on Ronnie.::

Host Adm-Alexander says:
::stepping towards the back, she looks over the SO’s shoulder::

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: Yeah, no changes from last time.

CO_Ayidee says:
OPS: Get us clearance for departure, please.

SO_Lights says:
::Thinks she heard someone talking to her.  Startled when she feels a presence behind her.::  Adm:  Ma'am!!  ::Snaps to attention.::

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: Let try another approach.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
SO:  Is this a new exercise Ensign?

CNS_Wells says:
CMO: We gotta get some of that mineral. What do you have in mind?

FCO_Bishara says:
CSO: You have the designated stops for us on the way there?

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: Well we have worked all this time on finding an antidote...

CSO_Nash says:
:: Sees the ADM step over to the SO and goes over to her as he heard the ADM's question.:: SO: I'm Commander Nash, are you my new assignee from the labs?

CNS_Wells says:
::Sips his cup::

SO_Lights says:
::Quickly turns off the sensors.::  Adm:  I was just....ummm modifying them a bit.  You know getting used to them.  I've never worked on bridge sensors before.  I've never worked alpha ship before...

CSO_Nash says:
FCO: Aye. Transferring to your station now.

SO_Lights says:
::Turns white as Nash approaches her.  Stammers a bit.::  CSO:  Yyyyeeessss Sir.

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: Why don't we look how to slow it down?

FCO_Bishara says:
CSO: Acknowledged.  ::sees them as they are transferred to her station::

EO_Winston says:
::looks over at the 'scene' surrounding the new SO and feels bad for her::

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS When dust particle with this kind of isotopes enters a copper based blood stream.  :: He activates an screen with earlier made simulation::

CSO_Nash says:
SO: Glad to have you. Now, please show proper etiquette and answer the Admiral, please.

SO_Lights says:
CSO/Adm:  You...you asked a question Ma'am?

FCO_Bishara says:
CO: Our little stops have been entered into the computer and are logged in sir.

CNS_Wells says:
CMO: Interesting.  ::Looks at view screen::

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: It mutates…

Host Adm-Alexander says:
::begins to grin, then quickly hides it::  SO:  Yes, it is different on Alpha shift.

SO_Lights says:
::Is afraid to look up at her so she looks at his belly button since she is only 4'7".::

CO_Ayidee says:
FCO: Excellent.  And don't forget to throw in a few unnecessary maneuvers on the way in to each system.  You know, showboat a bit.

FCO_Bishara says:
::looks back at the CO:: CO: Yes sir.  Just like a drunken sailor would.

CMO_Brabas says:
::View screen shows a dust particle’s rapid reaction causing a mutation on one of the tissue cells.::

SO_Lights says:
Adm:  Yes It is Ma'am, but I'll get used to it.  The people are so much bigger here...  ::Quickly throws a hand over her mouth hoping the CSO didn't hear that.::

Host Adm-Alexander says:
CSO:  I will leave you two to do your jobs.  ::turning she walks back to the Captain's chair to stand beside Tio::

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: I just don't understand one thing.

CSO_Nash says:
SO: Relax. I'm not going to eat you. Welcome to Alpha shift bridge duty. Just do what you do best and everything will be just fine.

OPS_Nash says:
Station:  COM:  This is the SS Serenity, requesting clearance for departure.

CNS_Wells says:
CMO: What's that? 

FCO_Bishara says:
::waits for the clearance and the orders to move the Serenity out of dock::

SO_Lights says:
::Stammers a bit more::  CSO:  Yeeesss Sir...  Ummm what do you w-want me to do?

CSO_Nash says:
ADM: Aye, Ma'am.

CMO_Brabas says:
::Slowly moves back and looks onto view screen like it is in great distance::

Host Adm-Alexander says:
<StationOPS> COM: Serenity:  You have clearance.  Please leave on a vector of 321 mark 7.

CNS_Wells says:
CMO: What is the cell mutating to? ::Looks closer::

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: If this mutation material enters body.

OPS_Nash says:
COM: Station OPS:  Thank you.  Have a nice day.  Serenity out.

CO_Ayidee says:
Adm: I just wonder if we can really come at them and blindside them with the disguise.  Hopefully have them think we're a choice target, but it could get seen.

EO_Winston says:
::keeps an eye on the engine outputs, to make sure nothing out of the ordinary pops up with these new modifications::

CSO_Nash says:
SO: For starters, you can help me out by using this data and coordinating with flight control on our course. There is also data from system scans on any locally occurring elements from scans that should prove useful.

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: Through respiratory system.

OPS_Nash says:
CO:  We have clearance, we are to leave on a vector of 321 mark 7.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
CO:  Tio, if we play this right, they will never know.  Overcoming our training is what will probably get us into trouble.

SO_Lights says:
::Takes the data from the CSO::  CSO:  Aye Sir.  I'll try not to let you down.   I just may like it up here.

FCO_Bishara says:
::lays in the vector 321 mark 7::

CO_Ayidee says:
OPS: Thank you.
FCO: Lay in a course along vector 321, Mark 7.  Thrusters until we clear the 100,000 kph mark.

CSO_Nash says:
SO: I'll try to make this tour as pleasant as possible. Carry on.

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: It find a way to enter the blood stream through oxygen molecules, but it does not stay in the lungs like rest of garbage.

SO_Lights says:
::Nods at the CSO.  Turns and starts running the data.::

FCO_Bishara says:
CO: Sir, coordinates entered.  Using thrusters to depart until the 100,000kph mark.

CNS_Wells says:
CMO: An airborne treatment would be a good thing.

FCO_Bishara says:
::begins to move the Serenity out carefully::

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: I was blind fool.

EO_Winston says:
::brings up thruster control and watches for any spikes::

CMO_Brabas says:
::He looks disappointed and exited in the same time::

CNS_Wells says:
CMO: But the effect on the cell. Will it slow down or halt the fusion rate?

Host Adm-Alexander says:
ACTION:  As the Dallas, now the SS Serenity begins to leave, an old ship passes by, leaving a trail of grit and grime the Dallas must pass through.

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: It mutates in the lung and there is the way to enter a blood stream without raising any suspicion.

FCO_Bishara says:
::hands gently tapping on the thruster pads gently to maintain the vector and the speed::

CNS_Wells says:
CMO: I wouldn't refer to you as a fool, Doctor. This is breakthrough work. You should be pleased.

CSO_Nash says:
:: Sees the ship pass and scans the debris trail in it's wake.::

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: you are right my friend.

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: On treatment of course.

SO_Lights says:
::Reviews all the data coming across her screen.::

Host Adm-Alexander says:
CSO:  What is that stuff?  ::grinning knowing it was going to happen::

FCO_Bishara says:
::continues with her tapping and making the exit of the area smooth::

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: Without Syrinium we don’t have a cure, but if we slow down the mutation in the lungs we have a way to go.

CO_Ayidee says:
FCO/EO: How are the thrusters performing with the new configuration of the hull?  Any problems?

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: Any suggestion on that one?

FCO_Bishara says:
CO: From what I see sir, they are fine so far.

EO_Winston says:
CO: No problems Captain, we won't have a perfect test until we pass the warp threshold.

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: Filtering mask for beginning is something.

CNS_Wells says:
CMO: So let's test your theory. We can measure the reaction of the cells.

CSO_Nash says:
ADM: Scans show fuel emissions and other particulates. Nothing dangerous, and in all appearances  something to help our disguise more.

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: Let it. I will make a calculation.  You make preparations on a simulator of a Vulcan type body.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
CSO:  Will it stay on the hull?

CO_Ayidee says:
EO: Understood, but we won't see that for a bit yet.  Unfortunately, local traffic control rules don't give us the leeway a normal Starfleet ship will have.

CNS_Wells says:
CMO: If it works I think the Admiral and the Captain would be very pleased.  It would mean hope and perhaps a little time.

CSO_Nash says:
ADM: Yes I believe it will.

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: I will use same strength as before on radiation.

EO_Winston says:
CO: Understood Captain, so far all tests have come back just fine. But we won't know anything until we dive in.

OPS_Nash says:
::feeling a big headache coming on, she closes her eyes and rubs her temples in hopes to relieve the pressure::

Host Adm-Alexander says:
::begins to laugh::  CSO:  The dirtier the better, don't you think Kevin?

CNS_Wells says:
CMO: You got it. ::Goes about setting up experiment::

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: I hope.

FCO_Bishara says:
::continues to tap her controls as she does minute changes in the vector and speed::

CSO_Nash says:
ADM: I agree. :: Grins.::

CNS_Wells says:
::Working the medical simulator using a Vulcan subject::

CNS_Wells says:
CMO: I'm ready here.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
CO:  Tio, when we get clear of any traffic, I would like to do a target practice.  I had some drones loaded.  Think your tactical department can handle them?

FCO_Bishara says:
::concentrates on her flying skills::

CO_Ayidee says:
Adm: We'll see soon enough, but it might be better to clear the system entirely first.  Or else target a few asteroids or comets.  Starfleet targeting tests aren't often set up for passing freighters.

CMO_Brabas says:
:: He finishes the first calculation and then he takes anti radiation serum and combined it with talcum powder::

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: I just got an idea.

CNS_Wells says:
::Watches his console closely for changes:: CMO: What's that?

Host Adm-Alexander says:
CO:  Sorry Tio, I guess I am a bit anxious.  Just tell me to be quiet.

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: Talcum powder is something that it is not good to take an breath too much.

CO_Ayidee says:
FCO: Check the sensors and see if you can find a good sized field of rock at the edge of the Oort cloud so we can check weapons on the way out.

CO_Ayidee says:
Adm: No ma'am, it was a good idea, just needed a tweak.

CNS_Wells says:
CMO: Agreed...and it makes you sneeze, too.

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: It makes sedimentation in the respiratory system when enters one.

FCO_Bishara says:
CO: Understood sir, checking now.  ::begins to scan for a nice size rock on the edge of the Oort cloud::

CSO_Nash says:
:: Pulls up the data on the Nequencia System and begins the search for anything LoDuca might find of interest in the system.:: SO: Coordinate with Tactical on the training exercise, please.

CNS_Wells says:
CMO: ....and possible respiratory infection.

SO_Lights says:
::Startled out of her daydream::  CSO:  Ummm yes Sir.

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: If we combine this anti-radiation with powder, we could buy some time.

FCO_Bishara says:
::still maintaining the vector exit as she scans for the rock::

SO_Lights says:
FCO:  Ma'am.  Linking up sensors to your console... ::Taps her console.::  Now.

CO_Ayidee says:
TO: Start setting up targeting scenarios for when we reach the edge of the system, please.  Oh, and try to miss a few.  Starfleet accuracy won't fit well with our disguise.

EO_Winston says:
::splits his screen and opens up the log Jonathan left him, answers to any problems he might face with the new modifications::

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: But respiratory infection is easier to treat then this, don’t you agree?

FCO_Bishara says:
CO: Found one.  Nice size one too sir.

CMO_Brabas says:
::Smiles::

FCO_Bishara says:
SO: Understood.

CMO_Brabas says:
::He activates simulation with this new data and hopes for the best::

CNS_Wells says:
CMO: And time is what we need. Good plan....yes I'd rather deal with infection than cancerous cells.

SO_Lights says:
::Now sees what the FCO Sees.::

CNS_Wells says:
CMO: Studies results on simulator as the Doctor implements his plan::

CO_Ayidee says:
FCO: Then bring us closer to it.

FCO_Bishara says:
SO: Are you in agreement as to the size?  It certainly looks like a good sized piece of rock to hit.

FCO_Bishara says:
CO: Changing course now sir.

CMO_Brabas says:
::He looks at simulation as talcum powder makes its way to all parts of the lungs and then initiates mutating particle in the lung::

FCO_Bishara says:
::brings the ship around carefully and slowly to keep the appearances of a lumbering ship just incase someone is watching::

CO_Ayidee says:
TO: Bring weapons to lock on the asteroid and implement firing tests at your convenience.

SO_Lights says:
FCO:  It looks great.  It should do the trick.  ::Adjusts sensors a bit.::

CNS_Wells says:
CMO: I have a good feeling here. This is going to work. I think you got it. ::Runs some tests and Looks at results:: 

TO-Sare says:
::Looks up from console:: CO: Sir the systems are set for targeting. I will miss a few shots for you.

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: Ahhh look at this ::Shows on the screen:: Anti radiation serum does slow it down. Lets make simulation in fast forward to see for how long it could have an effect.

CO_Ayidee says:
TO: Very good, enjoy.

CSO_Nash says:
:: Flips a switch on his console to allow half the sensor acuity to go to Sci-2 making us look like our sensors aren't that sharp.::

FCO_Bishara says:
::continues to bring the ship around slowly::

TO-Sare says:
::locks onto the asteroid:: CO: First shot on her way.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
ACTION:  The TO begins her practice shots at the rock.

CO_Ayidee says:
OPS/ CSO: Can we set a good deal of false comm traffic to both make us look more private and, with luck, to hide any SRS activity?

CSO_Nash says:
SO: I've modified sensors to fit the look we want.

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: We have to take this to Captain.

TO-Sare says:
::Locks onto the second asteroid, about 3 ticks to the left to graze the asteroid::

CNS_Wells says:
CMO: Whoa! ::Sees the results on his tests:: CMO: You were right. It is working. ::Prepares tests for long term effects::

SO_Lights says:
CSO:  I see the modifications.  That is cool Sir.   Can you show me how to do that?

CNS_Wells says:
CMO: Agreed. I think our work has paid off. I think we have enough to show him.

CSO_Nash says:
CO: I'm sure we can. :: Looks to OPS.::

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: I will download this to my PADD.  And we need to encrypt these findings.

OPS_Nash says:
CO:  I'm sure with the capable help from our illustrious CSO, we can accomplish that and then some.  ::looks to CSO::

Host Adm-Alexander says:
ACTION:  Several shots miss the intended targets.  From all appearance, the Serenity does not have good targeting sensors.

CNS_Wells says:
CMO: That's thirty minutes duration. ::Downloads this data too, to bring to the Captain::

CMO_Brabas says:
Computer: encrypt simulation with medical lock Alfa prime 256.

CSO_Nash says:
SO: I'll set you up with all the data you need.

SO_Lights says:
CSO:  Thank you Sir.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
<Computer>  CMO:  Encryption done.  Voice or console print?

CSO_Nash says:
:: Sets up rudimentary comm chatter for a privateer craft and sends it to OPS station.::

CMO_Brabas says:
Computer: Console.

CMO_Brabas says:
Computer: File is encrypted only to Medical staff with level 3 clearance.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
<Computer> CMO:  Console encryption, with level 3 clearance.

CSO_Nash says:
SO: Consider it an investment in more bridge time for you.

CNS_Wells says:
::Finishes his coffee and returns cup and the Doctor's empty glass to the Replicator for recycling::

TO-Sare says:
::continues a good pattern of hits and misses:: Self: This is fun, got to try this on the range and do it deliberately. ::chuckles::

OPS_Nash says:
::sets the comm, to make it look like the comm traffic is heavy but in actuality, its really not::

CMO_Brabas says:
::He takes PADD with encrypted files:: CNS: Let us go to Captain.

CO_Ayidee says:
All: Why do I think we need some kind of song about treasure and lack of discipline or something?

EO_Winston says:
::watches the weapon discharge, making sure it stays within Starfleet norms::

Host Adm-Alexander says:
TO:  Did the CTO like all the weapons I brought?  I made sure we have several different types.  All of them are untraceable.

CMO_Brabas says:
*CO*: Can we have a minute with you in the Ready Room?  It is good news so far.

CNS_Wells says:
::Looks at our simulated Vulcan's stats:: CMO: He even looks better. ::Smiles and follows the Doctor:: CMO: Right behind you.

OPS_Nash says:
::smiles at what the Captain just said.::

CMO_Brabas says:
::He walks to the TL with CNS::

FCO_Bishara says:
::continues her flight plan::

CO_Ayidee says:
*CMO*: Certainly, come on up.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
ACTION:  The SO's console blinks as it appears the Serenity might have a tail.

CSO_Nash says:
:: Grins at the Captain and begins hearing the song "Barbary Sailors."::

CMO_Brabas says:
*CO*: The Counselor and I are on our way already.

TO-Sare says:
ADM: Yes she liked them. I enjoyed testing them out. They were awesome.

SO_Lights says:
CO: Captain, We have a mark.  Someone is following us.  Trying to get a target.

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: How the talks with engineers goes?

Host Adm-Alexander says:
TO:  Good, I do have some contacts now and again... DS 9 is much easier to buy weapons on than Starbase 33.

CMO_Brabas says:
Computer: Main bridge.

CNS_Wells says:
CMO: It's good to see the Captain when it's good news. The Engineers?

CSO_Nash says:
:: Looks to his console.:: SO: They're targeting us or just following?

CO_Ayidee says:
SO: Can you identify?

CNS_Wells says:
::Riding in Turbolift::

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: Yeah after their personal losses.

TO-Sare says:
ADM: You wouldn’t be able to get more of the classics would you? I am a huge collector of those hand guns.

SO_Lights says:
CO:  Not yet, but it is just following us.

FCO_Bishara says:
::guiding the ship as skillfully as she can::

SO_Lights says:
CO:  Huh..... it's a frigate... a garbage scow....

Host Adm-Alexander says:
TO:  I am not sure, I think they thought they had hoodwinked me, but they were exactly what I wanted.  ::chuckling::

CO_Ayidee says:
FCO: Let's see if it's accurate.  Alter course, 300 mark 0 from current course to see if they follow still.

TO-Sare says:
::chuckles too and continues the firing pattern.::

CNS_Wells says:
CMO: Oh yes, Sara. We had several group sessions with the Engineering crew. Volunteer basis of course. It went well as can be expected.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
FCO:  How is the ship handling with the modifications made on her?

FCO_Bishara says:
CO: Understood Sir.  Changing course 300 mark 0 now sir.  ::makes the changes:: Adm: So far sir she is handling quite good with the modifications.

CNS_Wells says:
CMO: Her children were a tough time.

FCO_Bishara says:
Adm: Maybe a bit sluggish but it is to be expected.

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: I am glad to hear that ::TL stops and doors to Bridge open::

CO_Ayidee says:
::Nods.::  SO: Let me know if they alter course.

FCO_Bishara says:
CO: Now on course 300 mark 0 sir.

SO_Lights says:
CO:  Aye Sir.  ::Watches the sensors closely.::

FCO_Bishara says:
::hands tap the controls lightly to  maintain her heading::

CMO_Brabas says:
CNS: I must think that was an terrible stroke for them.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
CO:  Looks like we have some interest in our little ship.

CMO_Brabas says:
CO: Captain we are here.

SO_Lights says:
::Sighs:: CO:  It’s following Sir... albeit at a distance.  A garbage scow can't be much danger right Sir?

CNS_Wells says:
::Exits off TL after the Doctor::

CSO_Nash says:
::Continues to monitor from Sci-1.::

Host Adm-Alexander says:
CO:  Can we get one of the fighters out to take a closer look or just wait and see what they do?  I don't want to tip our hand.

CO_Ayidee says:
CMO/ CNS: Gentlemen, I'll be right with you.
SO: Keep your eyes on them until we reach the edge of the system.
FCO: Keep the course altering and see what they are going to do.

FCO_Bishara says:
CO: Understood sir.  You want me to do some Crazy Ivan’s?

CO_Ayidee says:
Adm: I'd rather not this close to port.  Let's keep them looking for a bit.  I'll be back shortly, you have the Bridge.

CMO_Brabas says:
Adm: I think this info will interest you as well, ma'am.

CO_Ayidee says:
CSO: Correct that, you have the Bridge if the Admiral is joining us.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
::raises her eyebrows in surprise::  CO:  Aye Sir, I have the bridge.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
CO:  Ah gee Captain... at this point, I think the CSO needs the information.

CO_Ayidee says:
Adm: I apologize, I didn’t' realize the Doctor and Counselor needed you as well.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
CO:  Captain, you can inform me later.  
CSO:  Take my place.

CSO_Nash says:
:: Looks to the Admiral.::  ADM: Aye, ma'am.

CO_Ayidee says:
Adm: Aye ma'am.  
CNS/ CMO/ CSO: Gentlemen.  ::Enters the Ready Room.::

CSO_Nash says:
:: Joins the CO in the RR.::

Host Adm-Alexander says:
ALL:  Ok, the rest of you update me on what you have.

CNS_Wells says:
::Follows into Captain's Ready Room::

CMO_Brabas says:
::Follows and walks to the screen panel and waits until doors close::

CNS_Wells says:
::Takes a seat facing the screen::

CSO_Nash says:
:: Takes a seat.:: CMO/CNS: Gentlemen.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
So:  Status?

SO_Lights says:
Adm:  The Garbage scow is still following us.

CNS_Wells says:
CO/CSO; I think this will be of great interest to you both.

CMO_Brabas says:
::Nods toward CSO, and smiles::

CO_Ayidee says:
CMO/ CNS: What did you find?

Host Adm-Alexander says:
FCO: Change course to 297 mark 3... easy does it, just as if we were drifting off course.

CNS_Wells says:
CMO: I'll let the Doctor explain. 

CMO_Brabas says:
All: A way to by some time.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
EO:  Engine status?

CSO_Nash says:
:: Steeples his hands and places them under his chin.::

CMO_Brabas says:
::He activates view screen and enters code::

EO_Winston says:
::turns around:: Adm: Admiral, everything checks out fine so far.

CMO_Brabas says:
All: As you all know what that LoDuca did.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
EO:  What kind of trail are we leaving?

EO_Winston says:
Adm: Like a 200 year old engine in top condition. ::smiles nervously::

CMO_Brabas says:
All: and after some painful experimentation, we found this. The way the mutation enters body.

CNS_Wells says:
::Smiles at the Doctor::

FCO_Bishara says:
::makes some adjustments to make it appear the ship is having navigational problems::

CSO_Nash says:
:: Nods placing his index fingers to his top lip in thought.::

Host Adm-Alexander says:
FCO:  Now come back to our original course.  
SO:  Watch them and tell if they follow.

CMO_Brabas says:
::He activates simulation recordings on lung tissue mutation process.::

FCO_Bishara says:
ADM: Yes sir, coming back on original course.  ::bringing the ship back on its original vector::

CNS_Wells says:
CSO/CO: This was a simulated Vulcan subject.

CMO_Brabas says:
All: Good news is that we found a way to delay this mutation for 30 minutes.

CO_Ayidee says:
CMO: OK, you have to recall that my science background is almost entirely physical, mostly Astronomical.  What is it we're looking at, and how does it help us?

FCO_Bishara says:
ADM: Back on original course sir.

CMO_Brabas says:
::He enlarges one part of the lung to the molecular level::

SO_Lights says:
Adm:  They are still following.  I'm wondering if they are an echo.

SO_Lights says:
Adm:  Oh wait, they are backing off.  It would seem that we are boring them.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
ALL:  Suggestions?

CMO_Brabas says:
All: When a radiated particle enters a body it attacks one part of the DNA string.  Without Syrinium we cannot stop this mutation.  But if you didn't inhale any of this debris,  we have a kind of answer on how to slow it down.

EO_Winston says:
Adm: We can release some substance from the ram scoops, if it's another ship, it will show. If it's an echo, it won't impact on anything.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
SO:  Do you concur with the EO?

CMO_Brabas says:
CO/CSO: You know what talcum powder is right?

FCO_Bishara says:
::maintains her heading and vector::

CO_Ayidee says:
CMO: Of course.

SO_Lights says:
Adm:  I agree whole heartedly.

CSO_Nash says:
:: Nods.:: CMO: Something that simple?

Host Adm-Alexander says:
FCO/TO:  Your opinions?

CMO_Brabas says:
CO/CSO: Well bad part of this powder is when it enters lungs.

CNS_Wells says:
CO: A sample of Syrinium is still a must need for us. Once we have it I believe we will be able to develop the cure. Until then arresting the disintegration of the cells will as the Doctor stated, buy us time. Or those who can be afflicted time.

EO_Winston says:
::smiles, feeling glad to contribute on his first day on the alpha-shift, even if he's just standing in::

FCO_Bishara says:
ADM: Well I was going to suggest that we stop completely and see what the other ship does.  If she is indeed following we would know.

SO_Lights says:
FCO:  But the ship could stop on a dime also Ma'am.  Especially if it wants us to think it's an echo.

CO_Ayidee says:
CNS: Who on board can it affect?  Is it just Romulans, or are the Vulcans similar enough to be affected as well?

CMO_Brabas says:
All: As Mr. Wells stated talcum powder combined with anti radiation serum molecules did the job.

TO-Sare says:
ADM: I think if we continue to mind our p's and q's, the ship would see that we are just trying to maybe do some routine system checks.

FCO_Bishara says:
SO: You are correct of course.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
ALL:  Both are excellent ideas.  Let's apply the EO's first, then we can do a dead stop.  ::grinning:: Are you reading my mind SO?

CMO_Brabas says:
CO: Unfortunately Vulcans as well.

CNS_Wells says:
CO: Copper based blood types are at risk, Sir.

CMO_Brabas says:
CO: For now this has effects only on copper blood based beings.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
TO:  Be prepared in case our tail decides to do anything rash.

SO_Lights says:
::Shocked::  Adm:  No Ma'am!!  I'm not Betazoid I promise!  I'm human.

CO_Ayidee says:
::Nods.::  CNS/ CMO: Then we need some Syrinium, as before, but we at least have a few options in the mean time.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
EO:  Do your stuff...

CSO_Nash says:
CMO/CNS:  Then what you are suggesting is something natural being perverted into a bio weapon.

CMO_Brabas says:
CO: I believe if we combine Syrinium with talcum powder we shall have effects.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
FCO:  Prepare to come to dead stop.

EO_Winston says:
::swallows hard:: Adm: Yes Admiral.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
SO:  Watch those sensors and let me know what is happening.

FCO_Bishara says:
ADM: Preparing for dead stop sir.

SO_Lights says:
Adm:  Yes Ma'am

FCO_Bishara says:
::hands have the all stop already laid in and waits::

TO-Sare says:
Adm: I will be prepared. Us firing at the asteroids might not be a good thing though unless we can explain that we are working on our targeting systems to get them right. I think the other ship maybe a patrol ship of some sort.... I don’t know.

EO_Winston says:
::accesses the Bussard controls::

CNS_Wells says:
CO: Yes, Sir. the mineral is a must. But until then the research and test results are very promising.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
FCO:  Is there anyway you can make the ship buck, then bring her to dead stop?  Like we are having engine problems?

CMO_Brabas says:
CO: Bad thing is that Talcum anti-radiation powder has an short effect and it has to be taken every 30 minutes.

EO_Winston says:
::reads a list of the minerals and gases in the system, and decides some old stellar dust will do the trick::

FCO_Bishara says:
ADM: Sir that is the easiest thing to do sir.  Just tell me when.

CNS_Wells says:
CSO: Metreon isotopes like what would be omitted from a metreon cascade weapon.


Host Adm-Alexander says:
::nods to everyone::  EO:  Let's know when you are ready.

CMO_Brabas says:
All: And that could lead to minor respiratory infection.

FCO_Bishara says:
::lays in the extra jolt and buck and waits::

Host Adm-Alexander says:
FCO:  Stand by for the EO's instructions.

FCO_Bishara says:
ADM: Understood sir waiting on EO's instructions.

EO_Winston says:
Adm: I'm ready, it will look like we're just venting some dust from the engines.

CMO_Brabas says:
All; which is easier to treat then some carcinogen materials.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
OPS:  Monitor the channels and see if the garbage ship has anything to say.

FCO_Bishara says:
::hands at the ready::

CNS_Wells says:
CO/CSO: There's a risk of respiratory infection but that is a minimal side effect that can be dealt with later.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
EO:  Do it!

OPS_Nash says:
ADM:  aye.

CO_Ayidee says:
CMO: That's how he's causing the infection, yes?  Radiating the target world, or ship, or whatever?

EO_Winston says:
::nods::

EO_Winston says:
::activates the systems::

CSO_Nash says:
CMO/CNS: But Talcum can be replicated in vast quantities until the cure can be found.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
ACTION:  The dust is discharged from the ship.

OPS_Nash says:
::monitors the channels to see if the garbage ship has anything useful to say::

SO_Lights says:
::Monitors the dust discharge.::

CNS_Wells says:
CSO: Which once we get some Syrinium wouldn't take long.

CMO_Brabas says:
CSO: Yes but it is not an cure and failing to take one in the same place with radiated particles could be fatal.

SO_Lights says:
Adm:  It's outlining the ship Ma'am!  ::Curses::

Host Adm-Alexander says:
::nods and grins at the EO::

EO_Winston says:
Adm: It's working.

CMO_Brabas says:
CO: He can just pick a target.

CSO_Nash says:
CNS/CMO: Sounds like a promising start to  arrest the process.

CNS_Wells says:
CSO: We are very excited by the results.

EO_Winston says:
::turns around:: FCO: Ensign, you can give us a little hick-up now, then just a dead stop. ::smiles::

FCO_Bishara says:
::executes the jolt and the buck before bringing the ship to a stop::

CMO_Brabas says:
CSO: Can you make sensors to work on look out for Metremia particles.

FCO_Bishara says:
EO: Understood.

CO_Ayidee says:
CMO/ CNS: Good work, with luck we can get you the Syrinium soon.  Is there anything else you need?

FCO_Bishara says:
::slows the ship down to a complete dead stop::

Host Adm-Alexander says:
ACTION:  OPS picks up a com that states the Serenity has to be the worst piece of junk they have ever seen.

CSO_Nash says:
CMO: Yes. I can set them up to look for Metreon isotopes in system scans.

FCO_Bishara says:
ADM: Ship is at a complete dead stop sir.

CNS_Wells says:
::Looks at the Doctor:: CO: I guess just the mineral for now and we are going shopping now.

SO_Lights says:
Adm:  Ma'am we got more movement.  The scow is moving off...

CMO_Brabas says:
CSO: I think that could give us location of LoDuca path.

OPS_Nash says:
ADM:  I guess we succeeded, everyone thinks we are junk.

Host Adm-Alexander says:
ALL:  Good job... looks like we might have lost our tail.

CSO_Nash says:
CMO/CNS/CO: And hopefully an edge to get in front of him.

CMO_Brabas says:
All: Hopefully

Host Adm-Alexander says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

